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disability after dark

about

andrew

Andrew Gurza is a Disability Awareness Consultant who wants to
invite you to go deeper into disability than ever before. He aims to
disability with you, and give you a chance to learn about the
experience through “Disability After Dark”, a podcast that explores
the intricacies, intimacies and realities of sexuality and disability.
With a raw, honest sense of humour, his podcast will finally put sex
and disability in bed together and will leave you wanting more!
Andrew was one of the minds behind the first ever sex positive party
for and by People with Disabilities. This party, dubbed Deliciously
Disabled, garnered worldwide attention and truly opened up the
conversation around sex and disability like never before.

about

his work

In his work, he highlights the lived experience of Persons with
Disabilities to show that disability is a universal experience we can
all embrace. Within the LGBTQ+ community, Andrew works to
deconstruct our homo-normative, body beautiful ideals and show
that Queers with Disabilities deserve representation. His goal is to
welcome everyone into the conversation of disability. In early 2015
Crew Magazine named Andrew Canada’s most prolific advocate
for Queers with Disabilities.
He has been invited to speak and guest lecture at several notable
conferences including The Midwest Bisexual, Lesbian Gay, Transgender, Ally College Conference at Illinois State University, University of
Toronto, York University and Carleton University.
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With a raw, honest sense
of humour, his podcast will
finally put sex and disability
in bed together and will
leave you wanting more!
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His written work has been highlighted in Everyday Feminism, Out
Magazine, Mashable, The Advocate, Huffington Post and The Good
Men Project wherein he underscores his intersectional identity as a
queer cripple, writing about his lived experience navigating sex,
masculinity, queerness and disability in a way that is accessible,
honest and real.
Andrew was also the first Person with a Disability represented on the
well-known MTV program, “1 Girl, 5 Gays” ensuring that Queers with
Disabilities were given representation.

@andrewgurza
4,200+ followers
69.5K impressions

Andrew invites you to share in his
lived experience as a Queer
Disabled man hoping that
together we can reframe, rethink
and reconsider what disability
means to us in all our communities.

www.andrewgurza.com
andrew@andrewgurza.com
@andrewgurza
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Andrew is also an avid podcaster, and uses this platform to spread
his message about how sex, disability and queerness really feel. His
DisabilityAfterDark Podcast is the only podcast out there specifically
tackling sex and disability. Each podcast episode has between
300-500 downloads when they are released every 2 weeks on
Monday! The downloads for the podcast are over 18,000. The
podcast is frequently amongst the top podcasts in the Sexuality
Section on iTunes.
The podcast is available on iTunes, Google Play, Stitcher and
AndrewGurza.com

Guest Appearances:
Dan Savage: Savage Lovecast Episode 567
Sex Gets Real with Dawn Serra Episode 155
Brown Chicken Brown Cow Episode 06
Speaking of Sex with The Pleasure Mechanics Episode 220
Em-Dash-Podcast Episode 13
The Accessible Stall Podcast Episode 29

current

rates

If you are interested in going deeper into disability, and getting to
the heart of how the disability experience really feels, you should
work with me! I am available for speaking engagements, guest blog
posts, podcast appearances, TV appearances, and so much more
with the hope of bringing disability to you in a whole new way!
High Schools / Special Interest Groups - 400.00 + expenses
Regular Rate in Canada - $850.00 + expenses
Regular Rate in United States - $2,000.00 + expenses
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Disability After Dark Presents:

An In-Depth Discussion around the Lived
Experience of Queers with Disabilities
This workshop will introduce you to a part of the Queer Community we rarely
discuss – Persons with Disabilities who identify as LGBTQ+ (The Queer Cripple).
Queers with Disabilities are sorely underrepresented in our homo-normative,
body beautiful culture, and I aim to change that.
A combination of education and personal experiences will invite you into a
conversation around the Queer Cripple, the lived experiences navigating
both sexuality and disability (ie. What it actually feels like to be queer and
disabled), and what they can offer the LGBTQ+ community overall.
Participants will openly explore the mythology and fear around sex and
disability, and consider why we are afraid to talk about disability in the
LGBTQ+ community. Ultimately, through frank, open and honest conversations around disability, sexuality and queerness, the workshop will provide the
tools to welcome the Queer Community into the conversation around
disability and make it truly accessible to everyone under the rainbow.
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